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2 P. K. Agarwal, L. Arge, J. Erickson, P. G. Franciosa, and J. S. Vitter1 IntroductionIn order to be successful, any data model in a large database requires e�cient external memory(secondary storage) support for its language features. Range searching and its variants are problemsthat often need to be solved e�ciently. In relational database systems and in SQL, for example,one-dimensional range searching is a commonly used operation [34, 44]. A number of specialcases of two-dimensional range searching are important for the support of new language features,such as constraint query languages [34] and class hierarchies in object-oriented databases [34]. Inspatial databases such as geographic information systems (GIS), range searching obviously plays anextremely important role, and a large number of external data structures for answering such querieshave been developed (see, for example, [42, 46]). While most attention has been focused on isotheticor orthogonal range searching, in which a query is a d-dimensional axis-aligned hyper-rectangle,the importance of non-isothetic queries has also been recognized, most recently in [20, 26]. Manyof the proposed data structures can be used to answer non-isothetic queries.In this paper we develop e�cient data structures for what in the computational geometrycommunity is called halfspace range searching, where a query is a linear constraint of the formxd � a0 +Pd�1i=1 aixi and we wish to report all input points that satisfy this constraint. Our goalsare to minimize the number of disk blocks required to store the data structure and to minimize thenumber of disk accesses required to answer a query. Halfspace range searching is the simplest formof non-isothetic range searching and the basic primitive for more complex queries.1.1 Problem statementThe halfspace range searching problem is de�ned as follows:Preprocess a set S of N points in Rd into a data structure so that all points satisfyinga query constraint xd � a0 +Pd�1i=1 aixi can be reported e�ciently.A halfspace range query corresponds to reporting all points below a query hyperplane h de�ned byxd = a0+Pd�1i=1 aixi. An example of a halfspace range query is the following [26]: Given a relationCompanies(Name ;PricePerShare ;EarningsPerShare);retrieve the names of all companies whose price/earnings ratio is less than 10. In SQL the querycan be expressed as follows:SELECT Name FROM CompaniesWHERE (PricePerShare � 10 � EarningsPerShare < 0)If we interpret each ordered pair (EarningsPerShare ;PricePerShare) as a point in the plane, theresult of the query consists of all such points that satisfy the linear constraint line y � 10x � 0.Several complex queries can be viewed as reporting all points lying within a given convex queryregion. Such queries can in turn be viewed as the intersection of a number of halfspace rangequeries.As our main interest is minimizing the number of disk blocks used to store the points and thenumber of disk accesses needed to answer a halfspace range query, we will consider the problemin the standard external memory model. This model assumes that each disk access transmits acontiguous block of B units of data in a single input/output operation (or just I/O). The e�ciencyof a data structure is measured in terms of the amount of disk space it uses (measured in unitsof disk blocks) and the number of I/Os required to answer a halfspace range query. As we are



E�cient Searching with Linear Constraints 3interested in solutions that are output sensitive, our query I/O bounds are not only expressed interms of N , the number of points in S, but also in terms of T , the number of points reported bythe query. Note that the minimum number of disk blocks we need to store N points is dN=Be.Similarly, at least dT=Be I/Os are needed to report T output points. We refer to these bounds as\linear" and introduce the notation n = dN=Be and t = dT=Be.1.2 Previous resultsThe computational geometry community has made tremendous progress on non-isothetic rangesearching in recent years; see the surveys by Agarwal and Erickson [3] and Matou�sek [38] and thereferences therein. As mentioned, halfspace range searching is the simplest form of non-isotheticrange searching, and the problem has been extensively studied. Unfortunately, all the results areobtained in the internal memory models of computation, where I/O e�ciency is not considered.The practical need for I/O support has led to the development of a large number of externaldata structures in the spatial database community. B-trees and their variants [8, 17] have been anunquali�ed success in supporting one-dimensional range queries. B-trees occupy O(n) space andanswer queries in O(logB n+ t) I/Os, which is optimal. Numerous structures have been proposedfor range searching in two and higher dimensions, for example, grid �les [41], quad-trees [46, 47], k-d-B-trees and variants [45, 31], hB-trees [23, 35], and R-trees and variants [9, 10, 29, 33, 48]. (Morereferences can be found in the surveys [3, 28, 32, 42].) Although these data structures have goodaverage-case query performance for common geometric searching problems, their worst-case queryperformance is much worse than the O(logB n+ t) I/O bound obtained in one dimension using B-trees. One key reason for this discrepancy is the important practical restriction that the structuresmust use near-linear space. Recently, some progress has been made on the construction of structureswith provably good performance for two-dimensional [5, 6, 34, 44, 49] and three-dimensional [51]isothetic range searching. (See [52] for a survey.)Even though the practical data structures mentioned above are often presented as structuresfor performing isothetic range searching, most of them can easily be modi�ed to answer non-isothetic queries and thus also halfspace range queries. However, the query performance oftenseriously degrades. For example, even though we can answer halfspace range queries for uniformlydistributed points in the plane in O(pn+ t) I/Os using data structures based on quad trees, thequery performance can be as bad as 
(n) I/Os even for reasonable distributions. The latter numberof I/Os is required, for example, if S consists of N points on a diagonal line ` and the query halfplaneis bounded by a line obtained by a slight perturbation of `. In this case, 
(n) nodes of the treeare visited by the query algorithm. Similar performance degradation can be shown for the othermentioned structures.In the internal memory model, a two-dimensional halfspace query can be answered in timeO(log2N +T ) time using O(N) space [14], but in the external memory model a query may requireO(log2N + T ) I/Os using this data structure. The only known external memory data structurewith provably good query performance works in two dimensions, where it uses O(npN) disk blocksof space and answers queries using optimal O(logB n+ t) I/Os [24, 25].1.3 Our resultsIn Section 3, we present the �rst optimal data structure for answering two-dimensional halfspacerange queries in the worst case, based on the geometric technique called �ltering search [12, 13, 15].It uses O(n) blocks of space and answers a query using O(logB n+ t) I/Os. It is simple enough tobe e�cient in practice.



4 P. K. Agarwal, L. Arge, J. Erickson, P. G. Franciosa, and J. S. Vitterd Query I/Os Space2 O(logB n+ t) O(n)O(logB n+ t) O(n log2 n)3 O(n" + t) O(n logB n)O((n=Ba)2=3+" + t) O(n log2B)O(n2=3+" + t) O(n)d O(n1�1=bd=2c+" + t) O(n logB n)O(n1�1=d+" + t) O(n)Table 1. Our main results.In Section 4, we describe a data structure that uses O(n log2 n) disk blocks and answers athree-dimensional halfspace range query using O(logB n + t) expected I/Os. In the conferenceversion of this paper [1], we described another data structure with optimal worst-case query timeO(logB n+ t), but using O(N(log2 n) logB n) space. As part of our result we also develop a datastructure that uses O(n log2 n) space to store N points in the plane and that can be used to �ndthe k nearest neighbors of a query point in O(logB n+ k=B) expected I/Os.As mentioned earlier, practical considerations often prohibit the use of more than linear space.In Section 5, we present the �rst linear-size structure for higher-dimensional halfspace range querieswith provably good worst-case query performance. Our basic data structure answers d-dimensionalqueries in O(n1�1=d+" + t) I/Os for any constant " > 0. It can also report points lying inside ad-dimensional simplex query within the same I/O bound.1In Section 6, we describe how to trade space for query performance in R3 by combining thedata structures presented in the previous sections. We can answer a three-dimensional halfspacerange query in O((n=Ba)2=3+" + t) I/Os, for any constant a > 0, using slightly superlinear spaceO(n log2B), or in O(n" + t) I/Os using O(n logB n) space. This last data structure generalizes toanswer d-dimensional halfspace queries in O(n1�1=bd=2c+" + t) I/Os in the same space bound.Our main results are summarized in Table 1.2 Geometric PreliminariesIn order to state our results we need some concepts and results from computational geometry.2.1 DualityDuality is a popular and powerful technique used in geometric algorithms; it maps each point in Rdto a hyperplane in Rd and vice-versa. We use the following duality transform: The dual of a point(a1; : : : ; ad) 2 Rd is the hyperplane xd = �a1x1�� � ��ad�1xd�1+ad, and the dual of a hyperplanexd = b1x1+ � � �+ bd�1xd�1+ bd is the point (b1; : : : ; bd). Let �� denote the dual of an object (pointor hyperplane) �; for a set of objects �, let �� = f�� j � 2 �g.An essential property of duality is that it preserves the above-below relationship between pointsand hyperplanes; see Figure 1.Lemma 2.1. A point p is above (resp., below, on) a hyperplane h if and only if the dual hyper-plane p� is above (resp., below, on) the dual point h�.1We de�ne a d-dimensional simplex to be the intersection of d+ 1 d-dimensional halfspaces.
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primal Figure 1. The duality transform in two dimensions.By Lemma 2.1, the points in S that lie below a hyperplane h dualize to hyperplanes in S� thatlie below the point h�. Thus, the halfspace range searching problem has the following equivalent\dual" formulation:Preprocess a set H of N hyperplanes in Rd so that the hyperplanes of H lying below aquery point p can be reported e�ciently.2.2 ArrangementsLet H be a set of N hyperplanes in Rd . The arrangement of H, denoted A(H), is the decompositionof Rd into cells of dimensions k, for 0 � k � d, each cell being a maximal connected set of pointscontained in the intersection of a �xed subset of H and not intersecting any other hyperplane of H.For example, a set of lines in the plane induces a decomposition of the plane into vertices, edges,and two-dimensional faces; see Figure 2(i). The combinatorial complexity of A(H) is the totalnumber of cells of all dimensions in the decomposition. It is well known that, for any �xed d, thecomplexity of A(H) is O(Nd) [21].2.3 LevelsThe level of a point p 2 Rd with respect to H is the number of hyperplanes of H that lie (strictly)below p. All the points in a single cell of arrangement A(H) lie above the same subset of hyperplanesof H, so we can de�ne the level of a cell of A(H) to be the level of any point in that cell. For any0 � k < N , the k-level of A(H), denoted Ak(H), is the closure of all the (d� 1)-dimensional cellswhose level is k; it is a monotone piecewise-linear (d � 1)-dimensional surface. For example, thek-level in an arrangement of lines is a x-monotone polygonal chain. Figure 2(ii) depicts the 2-levelin an arrangements of lines in the plane. The 0-level A0(H) is also called the lower envelope of H.The lower envelope is the boundary of an unbounded convex polyhedron in Rd .An algorithm by Edelsbrunner and Welzl [22] can compute a level � of an arrangement of lineswith � edges in O(N log2N + � log22N) time, as follows. For a point x 2 �, let L+(x) and L�(x)denote the set of lines in L that lie respectively above and below x. Their algorithm traverses �from left to right, stopping at every vertex of �, and maintains the two sets L+(x) and L�(x)during this traversal. These sets change only at the vertices of �. It stores L+ in a dynamic datastructure 	(L+(x)) of Overmars and van Leeuwen [43] so that a line can be inserted or deletedin O(log22N) time and the �rst intersection point of a ray, emanating from a point lying aboveall the lines or below all the lines, with L+ can be computed in O(log22N) time. Initializing thisdata structure takes O(N log2N) time. A similar structure is stored for L�. Assuming that thealgorithm has traversed � up to a vertex v and has constructed 	(L+(v)) and 	(L�(v)), the
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(i) (ii)Figure 2. (i) An arrangement of lines, with one cell shaded; (ii) the 2-level of the arrangement.next vertex w of � can be computed in O(log22N) time and 	(L+(w)) and 	(L�(w)) can alsobe computed within the same time bound; see the original paper for details. The data structureby Overmars and van Leeuwen [43] uses a two-level red-black tree. Replacing the second levelred-black tree with a B-tree, the number of I/Os required to compute the level can be reduced toO(N log2N + �(log2N) logB N); again, the O(N log2N) term is the time require to initialize thedata structures.Little is known about the worst-case complexity of k-levels. A recent result of Dey [19] showsthat the maximum number of vertices on the k-level in an arrangement of N lines in the planeis O(Nk1=3). For d = 3, the best known bound on the complexity of Ak(H) is O(Nk5=3) [2].Neither of these bounds is known to be tight; the best lower bound known is 
(Nd�12plog k) for allk � N=2 [50]. However, if we choose a random level of A(H), a better bound follows from a resultof Clarkson and Shor [16]; see, for example, Agarwal et al. [4].Lemma 2.2. Let H be a set of N hyperplanes in Rd . For any 1 � i � bN=2c, if we choose arandom integer k between i and 2i, the expected complexity of Ak(H) is O(N bd=2ckdd=2e�1).Corollary 2.3. If onlyM hyperplanes inH contain a point on or below A2i(H), then the expectedcomplexity of a random level between i and 2i is O(M bd=2ckdd=2e�1).3 An Optimal Data Structure in 2DIn this section, we describe an optimal data structure for halfspace range searching in the planethat requires O(n) disk blocks and answers a query using O(logB n+ t) I/Os. We will describe thedata structure in the dual setting, i.e., we wish to preprocess a set L of N lines in the plane sothat the lines of L lying below a query point can be reported e�ciently. Our data structure is anextension of the halfspace range searching data structure by Chazelle et al. [14]. Roughly speaking,we partition L into a family of subsets hL1; L2; : : : ; Lmi, each of size at least B logB n, so that, forall i > 1, any point p 2 R2 lies above a line of Li only if it lies above at least B logB n lines of Li�1.We store each Li into a linear-size data structure so that all Ti lines of Li lying below a query pointcan be reported using O(logB n+Ti=B) I/Os. To report the lines of L lying below a query point p,we visit Li's in increasing order i = 1; 2; : : : ; stopping when we reach an i so that at most B logB nline of Li lie below p. Thus the total number of I/Os used in answering a query is O(logB n+ t).In order to present our data structure we �rst describe a method for representing a level ofA(L) compactly.



E�cient Searching with Linear Constraints 73.1 Compressing a levelFor any point p in the plane, let x(p) denote its x-coordinate, and let Lp denote the set of linespassing strictly below p. For two vertices v and v0 on Ak(L) with x(v) < x(v0), we de�ne the clusterC � L induced by v and v0 to be the set Sp Lp, where the union is taken over all points on Ak(L)between v and v0. In other words, C is the set of lines intersecting the interior of the polygonbounded by the portion of Ak(L) between v and v0 and the vertical rays emanating downward fromv and v0; see Figure 3. We say that C is relevant for a point p if x(v) � x(p) < x(v0).Let W = hw0; w1; w2; : : : ; wui be a subsequence of vertices of Ak(L), sorted from left to right,where w0 and wu are the points on Ak(L) at x = �1 and x = +1, respectively. The clusteringde�ned by W is the family � = fC1; C2; : : : ; Cug, where Ci is the cluster induced by wi�1 and wi.We call the vertices w0; w1; : : : ; wu the boundary points of �. A line in L may belong to severalclusters in �. We call � a b-clustering if every cluster contains b or fewer lines. The size of aclustering � is u, the number of clusters. For any point p in the plane, exactly one cluster in � isrelevant for p.
v

v’

Figure 3. A cluster induced by two vertices of the 2-level.The following lemmas form the basis of the data structures described in this section.Lemma 3.1. Let L be a set of N lines in the plane, let � be a clustering of Ak(L) for some1 � k < N , let p be a point in the plane, and let C 2 � be the cluster relevant for p. If p is abovefewer than k lines in C, then every line in L that lies below p is in C.Proof: Suppose p is above fewer than k lines in C. Let �p be the intersection of Ak(L) with thevertical line through p. By de�nition, every line below �p is in the cluster C. To prove the lemma,it su�ces to show that p is either on or directly below �p.If �p is a convex (downward) vertex of Ak(L), then �p is above exactly k � 1 lines, all in thecluster C. Moreover, at least one of the two lines through �p is also in C (in fact both lines will bein C unless �p is a boundary point, which is impossible for the clusterings we construct). Thus, ifp were above �p, then p would be above at least k lines in C, contradicting our original assumption.If �p is not a convex vertex of Ak(L), then �p is above exactly k lines, all in the cluster C. So inthis case, p must lie strictly below �p. �Lemma 3.2. Let L be a set of N lines in the plane. For any 1 � k < N , there exists a 3k-clusteringof Ak(L) of size at most N=k. Given Ak(L), this clustering can be computed using O(�k) I/Os,where �k is the complexity of Ak(L).Proof: Let V = hv0; v1; : : : ; v�ki be the complete sequence of vertices of Ak(L), sorted from left toright. We construct the clustering � incrementally using the following greedy algorithm. Suppose



8 P. K. Agarwal, L. Arge, J. Erickson, P. G. Franciosa, and J. S. Vitterwe have already computed the clusters C1; : : : ; Ci�1 and their boundary points w0; w1; : : : ; wi�1.To construct Ci, we initially set Ci = Lwi�1 and then scan through V from left to right, startingwith wi�1. At each vertex vj 2 V , we either set wi = vj and start a new cluster Ci+1 or continuewith the cluster Ci and add a new line to Ci if necessary. Speci�cally, we process each vertex vj asfollows. If j = �k, then we are done|Ci is induced by wi�1 and wi = v�k , and Ci is the last clusterin �. If vj is a concave (upward) vertex (e.g., vertices ah and af in Figure 4), there is nothing todo, since the set Lp remains the same for all points p 2 Ak(L) in a su�ciently small neighborhoodof vj . Finally, suppose vj is a convex (downward) vertex (e.g., vertex wi�1 in Figure 4). Let ` 2 Lbe the line through vj with minimum slope; ` lies below Ak(L) just to the right of vj . If ` is alreadyin Ci, there is nothing to do. If ` 62 Ci and Ci already has 3k lines, we set wi = vj and beginbuilding Ci+1. Finally, if ` 62 Ci and jCij < 3k, we add ` to Ci and continue scanning.In order to check whether ` 2 Ci in one I/O, we maintain a bit b(`) for each line ` 2 L indicatingwhether or not ` 2 Ci. After we �nd the boundary point wi, for each line ` 2 Ci that lies above wi,we reset the bit b(`) to 0; this requires at most jCij I/Os. Thus, given Ak(L), our greedy algorithmbuilds the clustering � in O(�k) I/Os.To �nish the proof, it su�ces to show that there are at least k lines in each cluster Ci 2 � thatdo not belong to any later cluster Cj with j > i. Fix a cluster Ci. For each line ` 2 Ci, de�ne itsexit point a` to be the rightmost point of ` between wi�1 and wi whose level is at most k. If ` liesbelow wi, then a` lies on the vertical line passing through wi; otherwise, a` is a concave (upward)vertex of Ak(H). Refer to Figure 4. Let h 2 Ci be a line such that the exit points of at least 2klines in Ci lie to the right of ah. There are exactly k such lines. We claim that h lies above at leastk lines to the right of wi, and thus h cannot appear in a later cluster.
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Figure 4. Proof of Lemma 3.2: Four lines in Ci and their exit points; g and ` lie below f and h to the right of wi.Exactly k lines pass below the exit point ah, since ah is a concave vertex of Ak(L). Thus, thereare at least k lines in Ci that lie above ah and whose exit points lie to the right of ah. Let g besuch a line. Since ah lies on or below g and ag lies below h, the slope of g is less than the slopeof h, and x(ah) � x(h \ g) < x(ag) � x(wi). These two observations imply that g lies below h tothe right of wi, proving our claim. See Figure 4. �We call the clustering built by our greedy algorithm the greedy 3k-clustering of Ak(L).Corollary 3.3. Let L be a set of N lines in the plane, let � be the greedy 3k-clustering of Ak(L)for some 1 � k < N , and let ` be a line that appears in a cluster Ci of �. If ` appears in anothercluster of � to the right of Ci, then it also appears in Ci+1.Proof: Assume that ` 62 Ci+1. Let a` be the exit point of ` in Ci; this point must be on Ak(L)to the left of the boundary point wi. Since jCi+1j = 3k and exactly k lines lie below a`, at least



E�cient Searching with Linear Constraints 92k lines of Ci+1 must lie above a`. Each of these 2k lines must be below Ak(L), and thus below `,somewhere between wi and wi+1. These 2k lines must lie below ` to the right of wi+1, which impliesthat ` cannot appear in any cluster Cj with j > i+ 1. �3.2 Constructing the data structureOur construction algorithm partitions L into a family of m disjoint subsets L1; L2; : : : ; Lm andbuilds a data structure for each subset using the following iterative process. Let � = B logB n. LetH1 = L, and for each i > 1, let Hi = Hi�1 n Li�1. For each i, choose a random integer �i between� and 2�, and construct the greedy 3�i-clustering �i of �i = A�i(Hi). Recall that our greedyalgorithm �rst computes �i using the Edelsbrunner-Welzl algorithm described in Section 2.3 andthen computes the greedy clustering �i of �i. Li is the union of the clusters in �i, or equivalently,the set of lines that pass below some point on �i. The data structure for Li is the lines in eachcluster of �i sorted in increasing slope order (or by any other total order on L), as well as a B-arytree Ti (speci�cally, a B+-tree) over the x-coordinates of the boundary points of �i. The processstops when Li = Hi.Let Ni = jLij, and let ni = Ni=B. Since each of the at most Ni=�i clusters in �i can be storedin at most d3�i=Be blocks (Lemma 3.2), we can store the entire clustering in O(ni) blocks. Thetree Ti requires only O(ni=�i) blocks. Since Ni > �, the total number of clusterings m is at mostN=� = n= logB n. Thus, the total space used by our data structure is Pmi=1O(ni) = O(n+m) =O(n).Without any further modi�cation, Edelsbrunner andWelzl's algorithm requiresO(jHij log2jHij+j�ij(log2jHij) logB jHij) I/Os to construct the level �i. We can speed up the construction by main-taining a data structures from one invocation of the algorithm to the next, as follows. We maintaina B+-tree T � storing the lines in Hi, sorted by slope. At the beginning of the overall algorithm,we construct T � to store the entire set of lines H1 = L in O(N logB n) I/Os. Let y be the point on�i�1 at x = +1. Recall that when the Edelsbrunner-Welzl algorithm �nishes computing �i�1, ithas also computed the data structures 	(H+i�1(y)) and 	(H�i�1(y)). Before we can compute �i, we�rst need to construct 	(H+i (z)) and 	(H�i (z)), where z is the point on �i at x = �1.Note that lines appear in increasing slope order along the positive y-direction at x = +1, butin decreasing slope order at x = �1. In particular, H�i�1(y) consists of the lines with the �i�1smallest slopes in Hi�1 and H�i (z) consists of the �i lines with largest slopes in Hi. We can extractH�i (z) from T � in O(�i=B) I/Os, after which we can construct 	(H�i (z)) in O(�i(log2 �i) logB �i) =O(�i(log2jHij) logBjHij) I/Os. Rather than extracting the lines in H+i (z) from T � and constructing	(H+i (z)), we use the following identity to obtain 	(H+i (z)):H+i (z) = (H+i�1(y) [H�i�1(y)) n Li�1 nH�i (z):To construct 	(H+i (z)), we start with 	(H+i�1(y)), insert the lines in H�i�1(y), delete the linesin Li�1, and �nally delete the lines in H�i (z). The lines in H�i�1(y) and H�i (z) can be extractedfrom T � in O(�i�1=B) and O(�i=B) I/Os, respectively. The total number of insertions and deletionsis at most �i�1 + Ni�1 + �i � 4Ni�1, since �i � 2� � 2�i�1 and �i�1 � Ni�1. Each insertionor deletion requires O((log2jHij) logB jHij) I/Os, so the total time to construct 	(H+i (z)) and	(H�i (z)) is O(Ni�1(log2jHij) logB jHij) I/Os.Once these two data structures have been built, we need O(j�ij(log2jHij) logB jHij) I/Os toconstruct �i, and then O(j�ij) I/Os to build the clustering �i and the subset Li. Finally, wecan delete the lines in Li�1 from T � in O(Ni�1 logB jHij) I/Os. Thus, the total number of I/Osused for the ith phase of our preprocessing algorithm is O((Ni�1 + j�ij)(log2jHij) logB jHij) =O((Ni�1 + j�ij)(log2N) logB n).



10 P. K. Agarwal, L. Arge, J. Erickson, P. G. Franciosa, and J. S. VitterLet Li be the set of lines in Hi that pass below some point on A2�(Hi), and let N i = jLij.The expected number of vertices j�ij in �i is O(N i) by Corollary 2.3. We easily observe thatLi � Li [Li+1, so N i � Ni +Ni+1. It follows that the total expected number of I/Os to constructour data structure is O(N logB n) +Pmi=2O((Ni�1 + j�ij)(log2N) logB n) = O(N(log2N) logB n).In the worst case, each �i can have O(N i�1=3i ) vertices, so the worst-case construction time isO(NB1=3(log2N) log4=3B n).3.3 Answering a queryLet p be a query point and let Ci :: j denote Sjk=iCk = Ci [ Ci+1 [ � � � [ Cj . To report all thelines lying below p, we visit the clusterings �i in increasing order i = 0; 1; 2; : : : , stopping when atmost �i lines of Li lie below p. For each i, we determine which cluster Cj 2 �i is relevant for pin O(logB n) I/Os, using the B-ary tree Ti. Next, we scan through Cj, counting the lines that liebelow p. If there are fewer than �i such lines, we report them and halt; by Lemma 3.1, every linein Hi (and thus in Li ::m) that lies below p is actually reported in this case. Otherwise, we visitthe clusters Cj+1; Cj+2; : : : in order from left to right, stopping when we reach a cluster Cr so thatmore than �i lines in Cj+1 :: r lie above p. Since the lines in each cluster are stored in sorted orderby slope, we can keep track of the lines above p in O(�i=B) = O(logB n) I/Os per cluster. Next,we visit clusters from right to left in a similar manner, starting with Cj�1 and stopping when wereach a cluster Cl so that more than �i distinct lines in Cl :: j�1 lie above p. For each cluster Ck wevisit, we report the lines of Ck that lie below p.The correctness of this procedure follows from the following lemma.Lemma 3.4. Suppose Cj 2 �i is relevant for a point p. If more than �i lines in Cl :: j�1 lie above p,then no line of C1 :: l�1 nCl :: j lies below p. If more than �i lines in Cj+1 :: r lie above p, then no lineof Cr+1 :: j�ij n Cj :: r lies below p.
wl-1
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Figure 5. Proof of Lemma 3.4.Proof: Suppose a line g 2 Ck n Cl :: j lies below p, for some k < l. Without loss of generality,assume g 62 Ck+1. Then Corollary 3.3 implies that g is not in any cluster to the right of Ck+1. Letag be the exit point of g, i.e., the rightmost point of g on �i; see Figure 5. The point ag is strictlyto the left of the boundary point wk, so g lies above �i to the right of wk. Any line h 2 Cl :: j thatlies above p must intersect g between ag and p, which implies that h lies below ag. But exactly �ilines lie below ag. It follows that at most �i lines in Cl :: j lie above p.The second half of the lemma follows by a similar argument. �



E�cient Searching with Linear Constraints 11Altogether, our query procedure uses O(logB n+(r�l+1)�i=B) I/Os to search the clustering �i.Let Ti be the number of lines in Li that lie below p. For each cluster visited by the query algorithm,at least �i lines do not appear in any cluster further to the right; see the proof of Lemma 3.2. Itfollows that the algorithm visits at least (r � l + 1)�i distinct lines. Among these, at most 10�ilines can lie above p|speci�cally, at most 2�i lines from Cj , at most �i lines from each of Cl+1 :: j�1and Cj+1 :: r�1, and at most 3�i lines from each of Cl and Cr. Hence, Ti � (r � l � 9)�i, and thenumber of I/Os required to search �i is O(logB n+ Ti=B).If our query algorithm visits clusterings �1; : : :�u, then it requires O(u logB n+Pui=1 Ti=B) =O(u logB n+ t) I/Os. Since Ti > �i � B logB n for all i � u� 1, we have, t � (u� 1) logB n. Thus,the total number of I/Os required to answer a query is O(logB n+ t).Theorem 3.5. Let S be a set of N points in the plane. We can store S in a data structure thatuses O(n) blocks so that a halfspace range query can be answered in O(logB n + t) I/Os. Theexpected number of I/Os used to construct the data structure is O(N(log2N) logB n).Although our query procedure is asymptotically optimal, it may report some lines several times,since a line can appear in several clusters within the same clustering. We can detect and removethese duplications by exploiting Corollary 3.3 as follows. Suppose our algorithm visits clustersCl; : : : ; Cj; : : : ; Cr. We report all the lines that lie below p in the leftmost cluster Cl as usual. Foreach other cluster Ck to the right of Cl, we report only the lines in Ck n Ck+1 that lie below p.Since the lines in each cluster are sorted by their slopes, the set Ck n Ck+1 can be computed usingO(�i=B) I/Os and thus our modi�ed query algorithm reports each line exactly once, still usingonly O(logB n+ t) I/Os.4 Halfspace Range Searching in 3DIn this section, we describe our three-dimensional data structure, which generalizes a recent internalmemory result of Chan [11] to the external memory setting. As in the previous section, we solvethe dual version of the problem; given a set H of N planes, we build a data structure that allowsus to quickly compute all the planes lying below an arbitrary query point.The general idea in our structure is to store Ak(H) for an exponentially increasing series ofvalues of k (k = 2jB logB n for j = 0; 1; 2; : : : ). These levels partition the space into \layers". Toanswer a query with point p, we test whether p lies above or below Ak(H) for the exponentiallyincreasing values of k until we �nd a k such that p lies below Ak(H). Once we know which \layer"contains p, we simply report the planes that lie below p. Since the complexity of a level in Ak(H)can be quite large, we actually approximate Ak(H) by computing the 0-level, or lower envelope,of an appropriate subset of H, and use the lower envelope to determine whether a query point isabove or below Ak(H). The lower envelope of a set of N planes is the boundary of an unboundedconvex polyhedron with at most N convex polygon facets and, by Euler's formula, O(N) edgesand vertices. Because lower envelopes have a much simpler structure than arbitrary levels, we cancompute them much more easily; however, because we do not store the levels exactly, we need anadditional data structure to determine whether a query point lies above a certain level. We nowdescribe the data structure in detail.4.1 Finding the k lowest planes along a vertical lineLet H be a set of N planes in R3 . For any vertical line ` and any integer k, the k lowest planes in Halong ` are the planes in H whose intersections with ` have the k smallest z-coordinates. Following



12 P. K. Agarwal, L. Arge, J. Erickson, P. G. Franciosa, and J. S. VitterChan [11], we �rst develop a data structure that stores H so that we can e�ciently report the klowest planes in H along ` for any k and `.Let � = B logB n. We choose a random permutation hh1; h2; : : : ; hN i of the planes in H, andfor each i between 1 and dlog2(N=�)e, we de�ne Ri = fh1; h2; : : : ; h2ig � H. Each subset Ri is auniformly-distributed random sample ofH of size 2i. Our data structure consists of O(log2(N=�)) =O(log2 n) layers, one for each random sample Ri. To simplify our notation, let ri = 2i=B denotethe number of blocks required to store Ri.We construct the ith layer of our data structure as follows. First, we construct the lower enve-lope of Ri, in O(ri logB ri) expected I/Os, using the external 3D halfspace intersection algorithmof Crauser et al. [18].2 In fact, this algorithm computes a triangulation of the lower envelope,decomposing each non-triangular facet into several interior-disjoint triangles. We denote this tri-angulation �(Ri). By Euler's formula, �(Ri) contains O(2i) triangles and thus can be stored inO(ri) blocks.Next, we construct an external point-location structure for the planar map obtained by project-ing �(Ri) orthogonally onto the xy-plane. This structure allows us to �nd the triangle in �(Ri)directly above or below a query point in O(logB ri) = O(logB n) I/Os. This point location structurecan be constructed in O(ri logB ri) I/Os and stored in O(ri) blocks [7, 27].Finally, we say that a plane h 2 H nRi conicts with a triangle 4 2 �(Ri) if it lies below somepoint in 4. The set of planes that conict with a triangle 4 is called the triangle's conict list anddenoted K(4). We store the conict list of each triangle in �(Ri) in one contiguous set of blocks.This allows us to scan a single conict list K(4) in djK(4)j=Be I/Os. The halfspace intersectionalgorithm of Crauser et al. [18] can be used to construct these conict lists in �(Ri) in O(n logB ri)expected I/Os.Our analysis relies on the following probabilistic lemma of Clarkson and Shor [16].Lemma 4.1. Let 1 � r � N , and let R be a random sample of H of size r.(a) E�P42�(R)jK(4)j� = O(N).(b) For any vertical line `, the expected size of K(4), where 4 is the triangle in �(Ri) thatintersects `, is O(N=r).The �rst part of this lemma implies that the expected number of blocks required to store allthe conict lists for each sample Ri is O(n). Since this is larger than the space requirement for�(Ri) and its point-location structure, we conclude that each layer can be stored in O(n) expectedblocks. Thus, the expected size of the entire data structure is O(n log2 n) blocks. The total expectedpreprocessing time of all O(log2 n) layers is O(n(log2 n) logB n) I/Os.Given an integer k, a vertical line `, and a third parameter 0 < � < 1, the following procedureusually �nds the k lowest planes in H along `. The parameter � controls the probability of failure.2The algorithm by Crauser et al. actually uses O(ri logM=B ri) I/Os where M is the size of the internal memory.We make the realistic assumption that the internal memory is capable of holding more than B blocks, that is, wehave M=B > B and thus O(ri logM=B ri) = O(ri logB ri).



E�cient Searching with Linear Constraints 13TryLowestPlanes(k; `; �):� = dlog2(N�=k)eFind the triangle 4 2 �(R�) intersecting `if jK(4)j � k=�2 thenscan K(4)if � k planes in K(4) cross ` below ` \4 thenreturn k lowest planes in K(4) along `else failelse failRecall that R� is a random sample of H of size 2� < 2N�=k. We can �nd the triangle 4 thatintersects ` in O(logB 2�) = O(logB n) I/Os using the external point-location structure for �(R�).We only scan the conict list K(4) if its length is less than k=�2, so the scan requires at most�k=(�2B)� I/Os. Thus, the overall running time of TryLowestPlanes is O(logB n + k=(B�2))I/Os, regardless of its success or failure.Lemma 4.1(b) implies that the expected size of K(4) is O(N=2�) = O(k=�), so by Markov's in-equality, the probability that the size of K(4) exceeds k=�2 is O(�). There are fewer than k planesinK(4) below `\4 if and only if the plane containing4 is one of the k lowest planes along `. Thisevent occurs with probability at most k2�=N = O(�), since each of the k lowest planes has prob-ability 2�=N of being in the random sample R�. Thus, the probability that TryLowestPlanesfails is O(�).We can reduce the failure probability to O(�3) by building and querying three completelyindependent data structures. This triples the space and preprocessing time, of course, but isnecessary to achieve optimal query time.3To compute the k lowest planes along ` with complete certainty, we invoke TryLowestPlanesusing all three data structures, with � = 2�1; 2�2; 2�3; : : : , stopping as soon as some invocationsucceeds. LetXi be the 0-1 random variable whose value is 1 if all three calls toTryLowestPlanesfail when � = 2�i. Then the total number of I/Os used by this procedure is at mostXi�1 Xi�1 � O(logB n+ 4ik=B)By our earlier argument, E[Xi] = O((2i)3) = O(8�i), so the expected number of I/Os isXi�0 O(logB n+ 4i+1k=B)8i =Xi�0 O� logB n8i + 4k=B2i � = O(logB n+ k=B):Theorem 4.2. Let H be a set of N planes in R3 . We can store H in a data structure with expectedsize O(n log2 n) blocks so that, for any vertical line ` and any integer 1 � k � N , we can �nd the klowest planes in H along ` in O(logB n+ k=B) expected I/Os. The expected number of I/Os usedto build the data structure is O(n(log2 n) logB n).Remark. Using the fact that Ri�1 � Ri, we can reduce the expected number of I/Os used toconstruct the data structure to O(n log2 n).By a standard lifting argument [21], our data structure can also be used to answer k nearestneighbor queries for points in the plane with the same space, preprocessing time, and query time3Building three independent data structures may not be necessary in practice, but the best expected query timewe can prove using just one data structure is O(logB n + (k=B) log2(N=k)) I/Os.



14 P. K. Agarwal, L. Arge, J. Erickson, P. G. Franciosa, and J. S. Vitterbounds. Given any set S of N points in the plane, we can lift it to a set of N planes Ŝ in R3 bymapping each point (a; b) 2 S to the plane z = a2 + b2 � 2ax� 2by. Then the nearest k neighborsin S to a query point (p; q) 2 R2 correspond precisely to the k lowest planes in Ŝ along the verticalline through the point (p; q; 0).Theorem 4.3. Let S be a set of N points in the plane. We can store S in a data structure withexpected size O(n log2 n) blocks so that, for any point p 2 R2 and any integer 1 � k � N , we can�nd the k nearest neighbors of p 2 S in O(logB n+ k=B) expected I/Os. The expected number ofI/Os used to build the data structure is O(n(log2 n) logB n).4.2 Finding all the planes below a query pointTo �nd the T planes lying below a query point p, we only need to report the T lowest planes alongthe vertical line ` through p. Since we do not know T in advance, we �nd the k lowest planes along `for successively larger and larger values of k, halting when at least one of the k lowest planes isabove p and then reporting only those planes that are actually below p. Speci�cally, in the jthiteration, we use the value k = 2j� = 2jB logB n.If T < �, we halt after the very �rst iteration, spending O(logB n+�=B) = O(logB n) expectedI/Os. Otherwise, we halt after � = dlog2(T=�)e iterations, and since the jth iteration requiresO(logB n+ 2j�=B) = O(2j�=B) I/Os on average, the total expected number of I/Os is�Xi=0 O(2j�=B) = O(2��=B) = O(T=B) = O(t):Theorem 4.4. Let S be a set of N points in R3 . We can store S in a data structure with expectedsize O(n log2 n) blocks so that a halfspace range query can be answered in O(logB n+ t) expectedI/Os. The expected number of I/Os used to build the data structure is O(n(log2 n) logB n).5 A Linear-Size Data StructureIn this section we present a d-dimensional halfspace range-searching data structure that usesonly O(n) blocks, for any constant d. We will describe the data structure in the primal set-ting. Let S be a set of N points in Rd . A simplicial partition of S is a set of pairs � =f(S1;�1); (S2;�2); : : : ; (Sr;�r)g, where Si's are disjoint subsets of S, and each �i is a simplexcontaining Si. Note that a point of S may lie in many simplices, but it belongs to only one Si; seeFigure 6. The size of �, here denoted r, is the number of pairs. A simplicial partition is balancedif each subset Si contains between N=r and 2N=r points.Theorem 5.1 (Matou�sek [36]). Let S be a set of N points in Rd , and let 1 < r � N=2 be a givenparameter. For some constant � (independent of r), there exists a balanced simplicial partition �of size r, so that any hyperplane crosses at most �r1�1=d simplices of �.We use this theorem to build a range-searching data structure for S called a partition tree.Partition trees are one of the most commonly used internal memory data structures for geometricrange searching [3, 30, 36, 53]; our construction closely follows the one by Matou�sek [36]. Eachnode v in a partition tree T is associated with a subset Sv � S of points and a simplex �v.For the root u of T , we have Su = S and �u = Rd . Let Nv = jSvj and nv = dNv=Be. Foreach node v, we construct the subtree rooted at v as follows. If Nv � B, then v is a leaf and
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Figure 6. A balanced simplicial partition of size 7.we store all points of Sv in a single block. Otherwise, v is an internal node of degree rv, whererv = minfcB; 2nvg, for some constant c � 1 to be speci�ed later. We compute a balanced simplicialpartition �v = f(S1;�1); : : : ; (Srv ;�rv)g for Sv, as described in Theorem 5.1, and then recursivelyconstruct a partition tree Ti for each subset Si. For each i, we store the vertices of �i and apointer to Ti; the root of Ti is the ith child of v, and it is associated with Si and �i. We needO(c) = O(1) blocks to store any node v. Since rv was chosen to be minfcB; 2nvg, every leaf nodecontains �(B) points. Thus the total number of nodes in the tree is O(n), so the total size of thepartition tree is O(n). A closer look at Matou�sek's algorithm reveals that �v can be constructedin O(N log2 rv) = O(N log2B) expected I/Os, so the total expected number of I/Os to constructT is O(N log2B logB N) = O(N log2N).To �nd all points below a query hyperplane h, we visit T in a top down fashion. Suppose weare at a node v. If v is a leaf, we report all points of Sv that lie below h in a single I/O. Otherwise,we test each simplex �i of �v. If �i lies above h, we ignore �i; if �i lies below h, we report allpoints in Si by traversing the ith subtree of v; �nally, if h crosses �i, we recursively visit the ithchild of v. Note that each point is reported only once.To bound the number of I/Os used to perform a query, �rst note that if �v lies below h, thenall points of Sv lie below h and we spend O(nv) I/Os to report these points. Since each pointis reported only once, Pv nv � t, where the sum is taken over all nodes v visited by the queryprocedure for which �v lies below h. Let � denote the number of visited nodes v for which �vintersects h, or in other words, the number of recursive calls to the query procedure. Since werequire O(1) I/Os at each such node, the overall query procedure requires O(�+ t) I/Os.What remains is to bound the value of �. For each node v 2 T , let �(Nv) be the maximumnumber of descendants of v (including v) that are recursively visited by the query procedure. (Recallthat Nv points are stored in the subtree rooted at v.) If v is a leaf, only v itself is visited. If v isan interior node, then, by Theorem 5.1, we recursively visit at most �r1�1=dv children of v. Sinceeach child of v is associated with at most 2Nv=rv points, we obtain the following recurrence:�(Nv) � (1 + �r1�1=dv �(2Nv=rv) if Nv > B,1 if Nv � B.For any constant " > 0, we prove by induction on Nv that�(Nv) � An1�1=d+"v ; (1)where A is a constant, provided we choose c = c(") su�ciently large in the de�nition of rv. Indeed,(1) is obviously true if Nv � B. If B < Nv � cB2=2, then rv = 2nv and�(Nv) � 1 + �(2nv)1�1=d�(B) = 1 + �(2nv)1�1=d � An1�1=dv



16 P. K. Agarwal, L. Arge, J. Erickson, P. G. Franciosa, and J. S. Vitterprovided A > 21�1=d�+ 1. Finally, if Nv > cB2=2, then by the induction hypothesis,�(Nv) � 1 + �r1�1=dv A(2nv=rv)1�1=d+"� 1 + 2�An1�1=d+"v =r"v� � 2AcB + 2�(cB)"�An1�1=d+"v� An1�1=d+"v ;assuming that we choose c > (2�)1=". Hence, we conclude the following.Theorem 5.2. Given a set S of N points in Rd and a constant " > 0, we can preprocess S into adata structure of size O(n) blocks so that a d-dimensional halfspace range query can be answeredusing O(n1�1=d+"+ t) I/Os. The expected number of I/Os required to construct the data structureis O(N log2N).Remarks.(i) The same data structure can also be used to report points lying inside a query simplex � intime O(n1�1=d+" + t). Basically, at each interior node v visited by the query procedure, wecheck whether � intersects 4i, for each 4i 2 �v. If 4i � � , we report all points in Sv. If4i 6� � but 4i \ � 6= ;, we recursively visit the ith child of v. Since each each facet of �intersects O(r1�1=dv ) simplices of �v, the query time is as desired. If the query object is apolyhedron with m faces of all dimensions, we triangulate it into O(m) simplices and querythe data structure with each simplex. The total query time is O(mn1�1=d+" + t) I/Os.(ii) If we use a somewhat more sophisticated algorithm [36] for computing �v, the expectednumber of I/Os required to construct the above data structure can improved to O(n log2 n)without a�ecting its asymptotic size and query time.(iii) Using the above preprocessing algorithm and the standard partial-reconstruction methodfor dynamizing a data structure [39], a point can be inserted into or deleted from the datastructure in O((log2 n) logB n) amortized expected number of I/Os.(iv) In our query algorithm, at each node v, we used a brute force method to determine whichsimplices of �v cross the query hyperplane h. If we use a more sophisticated procedure todetermine these simplices [36], we can choose rv = N �v for some constant � < 1=2. The querybound improves to O(pn logO(1)2 n + t), and the space used by the data structure remainsO(n).6 Trading Space for Query Time in 3DWe can combine Theorem 5.2 with Theorem 4.4 in order to improve the query time for 3-dimensionalhalfspace range query at the expense of space. The idea is to use the same recursive procedure toconstruct a tree as in the previous section, but stop the recursion when Nv � Ba for some constanta > 1. In that case we preprocess Sv into a data structure of size O(nv log2 nv) = O(aBa log2B)using Theorem 4.4. The total size of the data structure is O(an log2B). A query is answered asin the previous section except that when we reach a leaf of the tree, we use the query proceduredescribed in Section 3. The query procedure now visits O((n=Ba�1)2=3+") nodes of the tree.



E�cient Searching with Linear Constraints 17Theorem 6.1. Given a set S of N points in R3 and constants " > 0 and a > 1, we can preprocess Sinto a data structure of size O(n log2B) blocks so that a 3-dimensional halfspace range query canbe answered using O((n=Ba�1)2=3+" + t) expected I/Os.If we allow O(n logB n) space, the asymptotic query time can be improved considerably. Aplane h is called k-shallow with respect to S, for k < N , if at most k points of S lie below h.Theorem 6.2 (Matou�sek [37]). Let S be a set of n points in R3 , and let 1 < r � n=2 be agiven parameter. For some constant � > 1 (independent of r), there exists a balanced simplicialpartition � of S so that any (N=r)-shallow plane crosses at most � log2 r simplices of �.Using this theorem, we construct a so-called shallow partition tree 	 essentially as in the previoussection, except for one additional twist. Each node of 	 is also associated with a subset Sv � S ofNv points and a simplex �v. If Nv � B, then v is a leaf and we store all points of Sv in a singleblock. Otherwise, v is an internal node of degree rv, where rv = minfcB; 2nvg. We compute abalanced partition �v = f(S1;�1); : : : ; (Srv ;�rv)g of S using Theorem 6.2, recursively constructa shallow partition tree 	i for each Si, and attach 	i as the ith subtree of v. We also constructa (non-shallow) partition tree Tv on Sv, as described in the previous section, and store it as asecondary structure of v. Since we need O(nv) blocks to store Tv, the total size of 	 is O(n logB n).A query is answered by traversing 	 in a top down fashion. Suppose we are at an interiornode v. As previously, we check which of the simplices of �v cross the query plane h. If morethan � log2 rv simplices cross h, we conclude that h is not (Nv=r)-shallow with respect to Sv, andwe use the secondary structure Tv to report all points of Sv lying below h using O(n2=3+"v + tv)I/Os, where tv is the number of points of Sv lying below h. Since tv � Nv=r � nv=c, we have thatO(n2=3+"v + tv) = O(tv). Otherwise, if at most � log2 r simplices of �v cross h, we report all pointsin simplices in �v that lie below h, by traversing the corresponding subtrees, and recursively visitall simplices in �v that cross h.We say that a node v visited by the query procedure is shallow if h is (Nv=r)-shallow withrespect to Sv. If the query visits � shallow nodes, then the query procedure requires O(�+ t) I/Os.Let �(Nv) be the maximum number of shallow descendants of a shallow node v (including v).Then, as in the previous section, we obtain the recurrence�(Nv) � (1 + �(log2 rv)�(2Nv=rv) if Nv > B,1 if Nv � B.Solving this recurrence, as in the previous section, we can prove that � = �(N) = O(n") for anyconstant " > 0, provided we choose c = c(") su�ciently large.Theorem 6.3. Given a set S of N points in R3 and a constant " > 0, we can preprocess S intoa data structure of size O(n logB n) blocks so that a 3-dimensional halfspace range query can beanswered using O(n" + t) I/Os.Remark. The shallow partition trees can also be generalized to higher dimensions. For anyd > 3, we obtain a data structure requiring O(n logB n) blocks that can answer halfspace queriesin O(n1�1=bd=2c+" + t) I/Os. The corresponding internal-memory data structure is described byMatou�sek [37]. However, unlike the data structure described in the previous section, it cannot beextended to report points lying inside a query simplex.
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